It is a privilege for us introducing to you the programme that we have
prepared for this season 2016.
Argentina is one of the few countries in the world in which flora and fauna
are still untouched and where rural countryside is exploited with respect
for the wildlife. The density of hunting pieces will make you dream, and
you will be overwhelmed and anxious to come back soon.
Your hostesses will make you get to know the heart of this country, its
traditions, its gastronomy and the kindness of its people.
You will find a consolidated and professional team that will guide you
through numerous landscapes totally different from what you have ever
seen or expected. You will also enjoy a brake at the comfort of our
traditional country lodges.
We are looking forward to seeing you soon among us and we assure you,
that we are working hand in hand to grant you an indelible memory of your
stay in Argentina.
PEIO & RAMÓN ARROSAGARAY. GABRIEL CRESPO

GEOGRAFICAL SITUATION
Located in the triangle of the cities of AÑATUYA, PINTO AND SANTIAGO DEL
ESTERO. An extense and rich agricultural emplacement with vast cultivated fields,
with large swamps and lakes offer our guests an incredibly wild and natural experience,
without forgoing comfort.
Each hunting territory is located in a radio of about 60 km. from Pinto city where our
lodge is situated. These territories provide a natural environment characterized by
forests of native trees called “quebrachos”, being one of the tipical features of the
region, as well as an important biodiversity resource.
The landscape full of swamps (esteros), lakes, rivers and large cultivated fields,
combined with gorgeously vegetated plains, provides the ideal conditions for the
development of various species of birds.
We offer our visitors the opportunity to feel happy while having all the benefits of a
highly comfortable and secure stay in the heart of a wild and unique environment.
THE HUNTING TERRITORY
The hunting takes place in territories exclusively reserved for our visitors in the
proximity of a Lodge or a Hotel (60 km max). This guarantees a proper administration
as well as a correct and efficient organization of the hunting days.
The hunting programmes are personalized and adapted, when possible, to the wishes of
our groups of visitors the day before the hunt.

THE ACCOMMODATION
The accommodation, Lodge or other, will offer you high comfort, with air conditioned
rooms “double or single” with in-room bathrooms.
A dinning room, a bar, and a nice courtyard with barbecue, will let you share moments
of complicity with your companions, and above all, relax.
You will be hosted either in a Lodge or a comfortable private Hotel according to your
own preference.
Our Lodge in PINTO, will offer you the highest standards. The excellent and refined
local gastronomy, with products cultivated in the region such as our worldwide known
meat as well as our high quality wines will delight you.
A laundry service will be daily offered.

SPECIES
Ducks:
The hunt takes place mainly during “ the pass” of the morning and the afternoon, in
fixed natural blinds, in the swamps, islands or fields all throughout the year.
Each hunter is permanently accompanied by an experienced guide. The transfers are
made in pick-ups or minibuses. The hunting is done by motorboat, kayak, horse riding
or by foot. The density and variety of species is overwhelming (14 different kinds of
ducks depending on the time of the year) and we can therefore assure a diversification
of shots. Our clients certify this fact every year.
Pigeons and turtledoves:
These two species are widely spread in the area, and are hunted all over the year, from
fixed blinds located in cultivated or unspoilt fields.
They are also hunted at the roost or while being in the lakes.
Since nowadays’ shooting guns have a high performance, we guarantee you will enjoy
beyond the limits.
Partridges:
The hunt of the partridges takes place from 1st of May to the 15th of August.
Our guests are always guided and provided with gundogs.
The two species of partridges are: the small partridge and a variety called “montaraz”.
Programme, Ducks, Turtledoves, Pigeon (Torcaz) and Partridge, the 4 of them
from the 1st of May to the 15th of August.

Guns and ammunition:
The air legislation establishes a certain number of obligations in order to be accepted on
board. So it is important not to forget to declare the shotguns at the Airport Customs as
requested in each country.
On arrival, you need a Temporal authorization from RENAR, which you will obtain at
the airport by payment of 105 US$-112 US (300 argentine pesos).
It is by all means forbidden to leave the shotguns in Argentina since this is just a
temporal authorization. Bear in mind that you can always rent a shotgun at our place, at
the cost of 50 US$ per day (Beretta, last generation, imported).
Cartridges:
The importation of cartridges to Argentina is forbidden (verify that you have not left
any cartridge in your vest’s pockets).
We can provide you with cartridges calibre 12 & 20, Armusa brand, imported. Each box
of 25 costs 16 US$. You can reserve your cartridges (3000 or plus) in advance, with an
additional discount of 10%.
Calibre and ammunition recommended:
Ducks and pigeons: Guns calibre 12/70, semiautomatics, with ½, ¾ and full choke.
Cartridges with lead 5, 6 &7. The duck with 32gr. And pigeon with 28-32 depending on
the hunter, 28gr. recommended.
Partridges and turtledoves: Guns calibre 12/70, with ½, ¾ and full-choke. Cartridges
lead 8. The Montaraz partridge, bigger and abundant (weight: 700-800gr.), with lead 7
and 28gr both.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Clothing:
We recommend you:
A light and comfortable garment with a warm jacket for the early times in the morning.
The camouflage clothing is highly recommended.
Two different hunting clothing will be enough, as the laundry is daily done.

The best will be, bringing waders for duck hunting, boots for partridge or turtledove,
but in case you don’t, we can provide you with them.
A raincoat, or your usual hunting jacket.
A vest with big pockets to introduce cartridges.
A hat or cap.
Noise protectors, like earplugs or similar.
Sunglasses and solar cream (the average of sunny days is over 300 per year).
Mosquito repellent (for certain times of the year).
Security:
Each hunter is responsible for his guns and shots, and will have to follow the local
regulations currently in force. For that purpose we will thoroughly inform you about it,
on arrival. There is an international hunting insurance, which is included in the total fee.
It covers risks related to the sport, a civil responsibility, repatriation and annulations
when being justified.
There are shotguns to rent, and the visitor can reserve them in advance.

Health:
We advice you to make the journey in good health conditions, you can also contract a
complementary international insurance at your place of birth.
There is no need of vaccination, for the time being.
In case you follow a medical treatment, be sure you carry the complete medicine dose.
In the personal form you are requested to fill in, don’t forget to complete the section of
diseases if you suffer from diabetes, or you are hyper tense, etc., in order to plan a more
appropriate diet
As a Reminder of the Seasons:
Autumn: from 21st of March to 21st of June, the weather is mild with temperatures
hovering around 44º to 59ºF in the morning and from midday onwards, between 59º to
77ºF.
Winter: from the 21st of June to the 21st of September. It is slightly colder and humid
with temperatures around 35º to 44ºF at dawn to 77ºF at midday.
Spring: from the 21st of September to the 21st of December. The weather is nice with
temperatures hovering around 68º to 86ºF all along the day.
Summer: from the 21st of December to the 21st of March. The weather is hot during the
day (up to 104ºF). Storms and rain can take place, but in short periods of time
(temperatures indicated correspond to the average in the region)
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